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5.5. PETS IN THE WET TROPICS SURVEY REPORT

REPORT AUTHOR(S) Sara Roberts, Team Leader Local Laws

GENERAL MANAGER Nicholas Wellwood, General Manager Operations

DEPARTMENT Sustainable Communities

RECOMMENDATION

1. That Council receives and notes the report.

2. That Council support the development of further educational and operational 
initiatives to reduce the potential impact to cassowaries and other native 
animals through:- 

 Responsible pet ownership; and
 Reporting of stray dogs; and
 Habitat protection; and
 Traffic impacts; and
 Preventing the feeding of native animals.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Council adopted an Operational Plan initiative in the 2016-17 year to increase the Local Laws 
presence and undertake an education campaign in relation to dog control and cassowaries 
north of the Daintree River. A number of surveys were conducted to gauge the level of 
awareness of the impact of domestic animals on Cassowaries and their habitat, and a 
brochure was developed for distribution with key educational messages around Pets in the 
Wet Tropics. 

Council staff launched the survey at the 2016 World Cassowary Day at Cape Tribulation and 
then undertook distribution of the survey through key businesses north of the Daintree River 
and in person surveying, where possible.
 
BACKGROUND

Previous research has indicated that the Southern Cassowary population is generally in 
decline and the Southern Cassowary is listed as endangered. While a number of significant 
threats have been identified, including the significant loss of habitat and traffic strikes, dog 
attacks were also identified as a threat in the Environmental Protection Agency’s Recovery 
Plan for the Southern Cassowary, released in 2007. Whilst dog complaints in the area north 
of the Daintree River are relatively low, incidents of alleged dog attacks on cassowary chicks 
have been reported and various complaints relating to roaming dogs and the potential impact 
these dogs could have on cassowaries led to the development of the operational initiative.

COMMENT

The attached report (Attachment 1 – Survey Report) contains data that shows that in the 
follow-up survey the level of awareness of residents north of the Daintree River relating to the 
keeping of dogs was less than 50%, with answers ranging from 26% - 69%. The follow-up 
survey was conducted after the release of the supporting education material and an initial 
survey.  
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The answers with lower results related to the number of cats and dogs that can be kept in the 
Conservation Planning Zones in the area north of the Daintree River. However, it should be 
noted that when the Conservation Planning requirements for dogs and cats were introduced 
via the local laws in 2011, no education or advertising of the new requirements was undertaken 
by Cairns Regional Council. 

Sixty-five percent (65%) of respondents believe that dogs are a problem in the Daintree area 
with irresponsible dog owners, hunting dogs and dogs from outside the Daintree area being 
the top contributing factors negatively impacting the area. Many residents want to see more 
done to encourage responsible pet ownership and better regulation of domestic dogs in the 
Daintree Area.

Over 90% of respondents also believe that feral pigs have an impact on cassowaries in the 
Daintree area and that the feeding of cassowaries was potentially harmful to the birds. 

The survey reaffirmed the complexity of managing resident, tourism and business 
expectations in areas of significant ecological value. It is clear that more needs to be done to 
protect iconic species, such as the Southern Cassowary and their natural habitat. The survey 
results encourage a number of key actions including:-

1. Better management of domestic dogs in the Daintree area (i.e. responsible pet owners).
2. Additional resources for the management of feral pigs in the Daintree area
3. Educational programs to stop the feeding of cassowaries and highlight their significance.
4. A review of traffic slowing measures in the Daintree area.
5. A review of the appropriateness of pig-hunting in the Daintree area.

PROPOSAL

It is recommended that the contents of the report be noted and that the potential impacts 
identified that can impact on native animals be used in the development of further educational 
and  operational initiatives. These initiatives will aim to reduce the potential impact to 
cassowaries and other native animals through:- 

 Responsible pet ownership; and
 Reporting of stray dogs; and
 Habitat protection, including pest and weed management; and
 Traffic impacts; and
 Preventing the feeding of native animals.

Staff have been proactive in developing information resources and liaising with other agencies 
involved in the projection of the fauna in the Wet tropics area. Whilst the survey was targeted 
at a section of the Shire, lessons learned and resource development can be applied 
throughout the Shire and in particular to other developed areas that share boundaries with 
important habitat areas for native animals. 

The information gathered is a useful reference when considering management options relating 
to dogs, particularly with consultation processes and the development of local laws and open 
spaces initiatives.
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FINANCIAL/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

Ongoing initiatives will require resourcing as required.

RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Failure to recognise the importance of native wildlife within the Shire and the potential 
interactions between domestic animals and fauna poses a potential reputational risk to 
Council.

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS

Economic: The Wet Tropics and its natural flora and fauna are a major drawcard 
for visitors to the Shire, injecting significant income into the local 
economy. Cassowaries are an iconic species within the Wet Tropics 
area.

Environmental: The Southern Cassowary is considered a ‘keystone species’ in the 
Wet Tropics due to its critical role in dispersing rainforest plant seeds. 
Ensuring dogs are kept appropriately and not impacting on native 
wildlife is highly desirable.  

Social: The Daintree can be an isolating place and some residents consider 
their dogs to be part of their family. This should be considered with 
any future decisions relating to dog management and conservation 
efforts.

CORPORATE/OPERATIONAL PLAN, POLICY REFERENCE

This report has been prepared in accordance with the following:

Corporate Plan 2014-2019 Initiatives:

Theme 4 - Engage, Plan, Partner

4.2.2 - Provide leadership to secure beneficial social, environmental and economic outcomes 
for the Shire.

COUNCIL’S ROLE

Council can play a number of different roles in certain circumstances and it is important to be 
clear about which role is appropriate for a specific purpose or circumstance.  The 
implementation of actions will be a collective effort and Council’s involvement will vary from 
information only through to full responsibility for delivery.
 
The following areas outline where Council has a clear responsibility to act:

Regulator Meeting the responsibilities associated with regulating activities 
through legislation or local law.

CONSULTATION

Internal: Open Spaces
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External: Terrain NRM, Wet Tropics Management Authority, Department of 
National Parks Sport & Racing

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Council staff launched the survey at the 2016 World Cassowary Day at Cape Tribulation and 
then undertook distribution of the survey through key businesses north of the Daintree River 
and in person door to door, where possible. The survey was promoted through Council’s 
Facebook and web pages.

ATTACHMENTS

1. Cassowary Survey Report Sept 2017 [5.5.1]



20 September 2017

Image: The Daintree Rainforest

SURVEY REPORT
A snapshot into the impact of domestic 
and native animals on the Wet Tropics 
fauna and the protection of the 
Southern Cassowary

A survey delivered to residents and 

businesses north of the Daintree River in 

February 2017.
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Survey Report

Executive Summary
The area north of the Daintree River contains land of extremely high biodiversity value and is where 
two World Heritage areas meet – the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area and the Great Barrier Reef 
World Heritage Area.  It is also home to the endangered Wet Tropics Southern Cassowary (Casuarius 
casuarius johnsonii). 

Council undertook a survey to collect information from residents and local businesses located north 
of the Daintree River to gather information on the impact of native and domestic animals on the 
Southern Cassowary and their habitats. The survey was launched on 24 September 2016 at World 
Cassowary Day.  This was followed up by a second survey facilitated by a consultant to gauge the 
level of resident knowledge about the impact of domestic dogs on the natural environment and 
specific laws applicable to areas north of the Daintree River.

There are 710 registered people on the electoral role in the following localities north of the Daintree 
River: Bloomfield, Cape Tribulation, Cow Bay, Degarra, Diwan, Forest Creek, Kimberley and Thornton 
Beach (correct on 24 August 2017).  The survey was completed by 57 residents and/or local 
businesses; the results therefore represent the views of 8% of the target population.

Almost all residents/local businesses (56 respondents) who completed the survey believe that feral 
pigs have an impact on cassowaries in the Daintree area and it was widely reported that more needs 
to be done to better control feral pig numbers. 34 residents and/or local businesses who completed 
the survey believe that dogs are a problem in the Daintree area.  Irresponsible dog owners, hunting 
dogs and dogs from outside the Daintree area were said to be among the top contributing factors 
negatively impacting the area.    Other reported threats to cassowaries highlighted by the survey 
include: the feeding of cassowaries by tourism operators and speeding vehicles.

Council has a number of initiatives which aim to protect and restore the Wet Tropics bioregion and 
endangered species.  This includes Council’s Planning Scheme, Local Laws and various revegetation, 
disaster recovery and pest management programs. Details of which are included in the report.
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Introduction
The area north of the Daintree River contains land of extremely high biodiversity value and is home 
to the endangered Wet Tropics Southern Cassowary (Casuarius casuarius johnsonii).  Council 
undertook a survey to collect information from residents and local businesses located north of the 
Daintree River to gather information on the impact of feral and domestic animals on local fauna, and 
specifically their impact on cassowaries and their habitats.

Background

Settlement Areas North of the Daintree River
The settlement areas north of the Daintree River are located in the northern half of the Douglas Shire 
on land located predominantly to the north and east of the Daintree River.  It includes the localities 
of Bloomfield, Cape Tribulation, Cow Bay, Degarra, Diwan, Forest Creek, Kimberley and Thornton 
Beach.  The area contains land of extremely high biodiversity value and is where two World Heritage 
areas meet – the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area and the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area.  
The Daintree River – Bloomfield River local plan, contained in the Proposed Douglas Shire Planning 
Scheme recognises the significant value of the land and aims to ensure the areas within the local plan 
are appropriately managed to protect biological diversity, water catchment quality, ecological 
functioning, beach protection and coastal management, scenic amenity, and historical and cultural 
values.  The local plan is divided into six precincts which include a conservation precinct and low 
impact residential, commercial, community, rural and tourism areas.

Wet Tropics Bioregion and World Heritage Area
The Wet Tropics bioregion has some of the oldest continuously surviving tropical rainforests on earth 
[Wet Tropics Management Authority 2016a].  Despite comprising a small proportion of Australia 
(0.26%), the bioregion supports the highest biodiversity of any region.  Over 2,800 plant species from 
221 families are found in the bioregion, with more than 700 species (25%) being endemic to the area 
[Wet Tropics Management Authority 2016b].  In 1988 a large proportion of the bioregion was 
inscribed on the World Heritage List due to its outstanding universal value [UNESCO 2017].  Despite 
the area’s significance, long term monitoring indicates that the biodiversity of the Wet Tropics is 
declining, with many species already reduced in both distribution area and population size.  The 
endangered southern cassowary is of particular concern.

Southern Cassowary
The Southern Cassowary (Casuarius casuarius johnsonii) is a large flightless bird found in north 
Queensland rainforests and associated vegetation mosaics.  The cassowary is an iconic symbol of the 
Wet Tropics and is considered a ‘keystone species’, due to its critical role in dispersing rainforest 
plant seeds.  Queensland’s Wet Tropics cassowary population is in decline and has been listed as 
‘Endangered’ under the Queensland Nature Conservation Act 1992 [EPA 2017].  In 2007 the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released a Recovery Plan for the Southern Cassowary [EPA 
2007] which identified eight main threats to the Wet Tropics cassowary population, these are:

1. Habitat loss from clearing: more than 80 per cent of coastal lowland habitat has gone.
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2. Habitat fragmentation: much of remaining habitat is fragmented, isolating groups and 
disrupting movement.

3. Habitat degradation: through invasion of weeds such as pond apple, and changed fire 
regimes. 

4. Roads and traffic: cassowaries are killed by vehicles on roads.
5. Dog attacks: urban development brings more domestic dogs.
6. Hand feeding: brings cassowaries closer to vehicle traffic and dogs.
7. Diseases: aspergillosis, avian tuberculosis and parasites.
8. Natural catastrophic events: cyclones.

Existing Council Protection Initiatives
Council has a number of initiatives which aim to protect and restore the Wet Tropics bioregion and 
endangered species.  This includes Council’s Planning Scheme, Local Laws and various revegetation, 
disaster recovery and pest management programs. 

1. Habitat Clearing and Fragmentation Management
Council is mindful of its responsibility in safeguarding and protecting the natural environment.  The 
existing and Proposed Douglas Shire Planning Scheme reflect this by regulating the clearing of native 
vegetation and development in the Douglas Shire.  It is more stringent in Conservation Planning 
Areas, particularly with regards to development proposals.  Council also works within the Wet 
Tropics Management Authority’s (WTMA) protection frameworks which aim to protect, conserve and 
rehabilitate Wet Tropic bioregion areas.  In addition, Council has a number of revegetation initiatives 
across the shire.  In 2016/17 Council’s nursery planted, sold or distributed 16,777 native plants as 
part of revegetation programs, educational initiatives and sales to local community groups and 
businesses.

2. Roads and Traffic Management
Council has deployed a number of speed bumps north of the Daintree River to slow traffic down in 
key areas, particularly in known cassowary crossing areas.

3. Invasive Plants (Weed) Management
Weeds can disrupt ecosystems, compete with and replace native plants, reduce food and shelter for 
native species, change fire regimes and create soil erosion.  The number of known weed species in 
the Wet Tropics region has grown rapidly over the past 50 years to over 500 species [WTMA 2017].  
Council’s Douglas Shire Biosecurity Plan 2017 identifies a number of invasive plants found in the Shire 
and prioritises actions to reduce their impact.  Council currently runs a number of programs targeting 
invasive plants which include: the siam weed eradication program, hiptage eradication program and 
the miconia species eradication program.  In appropriate areas Council minimises the use of 
pesticides on invasive plants by utilising steam weeding processes. 

4. Feral Animal Management
Feral pigs are highly destructive animals; they damage and destroy native vegetation, compete with 
native species for food and spread weeds, pathogens and parasites.  Over the past 12 years Council’s 
feral pig trapping program has removed more than 6,000 destructive feral pigs from the Wet Tropics.  
Council has allocated additional funds to the program in 2017/18 which will fund a trial of enhanced 
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pest management technology which utilises motion activated sensors, camera technology and 
remote trapping gates.  

5. Domestic Animal Management
Without appropriate management domestic animals, in particular dogs can be highly destructive to 
the natural environment.  In order to ensure the protection and ecological integrity of land and 
native species the Douglas Shire Local Laws under Subordinate Local Law No. 2 (Animal 
Management) provides regulation of the keeping and control of animals within the Douglas Shire.  
This includes minimum standards for the keeping of animals, including enclosures and the control of 
animals in public places.

6. Disaster Management
Council has an active disaster management philosophy which embraces mitigation, prevention, 
preparedness, response and recovery strategies.  Council’s Local Disaster Management Plan 2016 
(Douglas Shire Council 2016) identifies the requirement to work with stakeholders, including National 
Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) to take necessary steps to restore the natural environment after a 
disaster event.

7. Educational Campaigns
Council supports a number of environmental awareness programs including World Cassowary Day.  
This is an annual event about celebrating and showcasing the Southern Cassowary and the 
conservation efforts of individuals and groups working to protect the species and their habitats.  
Other environmental initiatives which Council actively supports include: Plastic Free Douglas, Clean 
Up Australia Day and various local community group and school beach clean up and educational 
events.  In addition, Council has prepared and distributed a ‘Pets in the Wet Tropics’ educational 
brochure about how to protect pets and be a responsible pet owner in the Wet Tropics (See 
Attachment 1). 

Cassowary Survey 
On 24 September 2016 at World Cassowary Day, Council distributed a survey to collect information 
on the impact of native and feral animals on cassowaries and their native habitat.  This was followed 
up with a face-to-face survey and an online version targeting residents and businesses north of the 
Daintree River.  A second survey facilitated by a consultant (The 20/20 Group) took place to gauge 
the level of resident knowledge about the impact of domestic animals on the natural environment 
and laws applicable to the keeping of domestic animals in the Douglas Shire.

1. Survey One: World Cassowary Day September 2016

Survey Methodology
The survey was launched at World Cassowary Day on 24 September 2016.  Council officers manning 
the World Cassowary Day Council information booth facilitated the 33 question survey (See 
Attachment 2) face-to-face.  An online version of the survey was launched at the same time, where 
respondents could follow a link advertised on Council’s website and Facebook page.  In addition, 
Council officers went door-to-door to 300 residential and business premises north of the Daintree 
River between 2-21 February 2017.  Surveys were also left in drop boxes at designated local 
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businesses and advertised on posters in a variety of locations, including the local newspaper.  The 
educational brochure, ‘Pets in the Wet Tropics’ was also distributed throughout February 2017.

Sample Characteristics
A total of 57 surveys were completed either face-to-face, in hard copy or via Council’s online version.  
The majority of respondents were local residents and businesses.  There are 710 registered people 
on the electoral role in the following localities north of the Daintree River: Bloomfield, Cape 
Tribulation, Cow Bay, Degarra, Diwan, Forest Creek, Kimberley and Thornton Beach (correct on 24 
August 2017).  The results therefore represent the views of 8% of the target population.

Survey Results
Face-to-face, hard copies and online survey results were combined and the results were as follows:

Impact of Dogs on Wildlife:
Whilst 50 of the respondents think that dogs can have an impact on cassowaries, only 15 of 
respondents have seen dogs chasing cassowaries in the Daintree Area.  When asked whether they 
had seen dogs chasing other wildlife in the Daintree Area 27 respondents said they had.   These dogs 
were mostly resident dogs (39%), non-resident dogs (23%) and abandoned dogs (28%).

Wandering Dogs and Reporting Them:
38 respondents said that they have problems with wandering dogs in the Daintree Area, 58% of 
these dogs were said to be resident dogs.  However, only 15 respondents said they report wandering 
dogs to Council.  Of those who said they didn’t report wandering dogs, the top three answers were: 
‘don’t expect anything will be achieved’ (28%); ‘report it to the owner of the dog’ (26%); or ‘don’t 
want to create issues with the neighbours (12%).  The majority of respondents (44 residents/local 
businesses) were aware that they could report wandering dogs to Council.

Domestic Dogs in the Daintree Area:
37 respondents held the view that dogs are a problem in the Daintree Area.  The top three 
contributing factors respondents chose were: ‘irresponsible owners’, ‘hunting dogs’ and ‘dogs from 
outside the Daintree Area’.  Only 2 respondents said dogs have no impact on cassowaries in the 
Daintree Area.

Other Key Threats on Cassowaries in the Daintree Area:
Almost all respondents (56 residents/local businesses) believed pigs have an impact on cassowaries 
in the Daintree area (minimal, moderate or major impact) and 53 respondents believed speeding cars 
can have an impact.  The majority of respondents (52 residents/local businesses) were aware that 
feeding cassowaries is more harmful than helpful.  When asked whether they had seen any feral 
animals in the Daintree Area, 98% said they had seen pigs, 40% had seen feral dogs, 35% had seen 
feral cats and other responses included cane toads, dingoes and goats.  

When asked to rank feral pigs, cats, dogs or other animals as those which contribute most to 
environmental damage, respondents overwhelmingly said feral pigs were the most damaging in the 
Daintree Area, this was followed by feral dogs, cats, cane toads and non-native birds.  The open 
ended question asking respondents to explain their rankings, this included responses such as:

 ‘Pig numbers out of control’
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 ‘Pigs actually attack the cassowary chicks and kill them’
 ‘Dogs kill cassowaries’
 ‘Cats kill lots of native birds and reptiles’
 ‘Cane toads are everywhere’

67% of respondents said they regularly, occasionally or rarely see domestic or feral cats in the 
Daintree area.

Council Trapping Program
When asked whether respondents would be willing to let Council set traps on their property 
targeting feral animals such as pigs, cats or dogs 45 respondents said they would be willing.  The 
majority of respondents (49 respondents) were aware of Council’s feral pig trapping program.

Cassowary Protection Initiatives
The final question asked respondents an open question about how cassowaries can be better 
protected in the Daintree Area.  The majority of respondents (91%) answered this question, 
responses related to:

 Dogs - Domestic: answers relating to domestic dogs ranged from encouraging responsible 
pet ownership and better regulation of domestic dogs, to banning larger breeds and 
complete dog bans north of the river.

o Encourage responsible pet ownership – ‘Allow dog ownership only if dogs are kept in 
an enclosed fenced area… providing an off leash area north of the Daintree could 
work with responsible owners’

o Better regulation – ‘Enforce current one dog per owner limit – no enforcement now’.  
‘Set up dog ranger patrols if there is a wandering dog problem’.  ‘Get rid of problem 
dogs’.

o Banning larger breeds – ‘Ban large domestic dogs north of the river’
o Complete dog ban – ‘Get rid of all dogs.  Ban all dogs from entering National park 

areas’.
Some respondents however had concerns about the tactics mentioned above, this included 
‘blanket banning of certain breeds won’t work’.  Whilst others were concerned responsible 
pet owners would be penalised for the few who did the wrong thing, ‘The majority of dog 
owners here are very responsible and very aware of the impact dogs can have’.

 Dogs - Pig Hunting: the majority of respondents who mentioned pig hunting dogs were of 
the opinion that more needed to be done to regulate, restrict or ban pig hunting in the 
Daintree.  Several respondents said that pig dogs should be prevented from boarding the 
Daintree Ferry.  

o Regulate - ‘Monitoring and prevention of large dogs on the ferry’
o Restrict - ‘Do not let hunting dogs over the ferry unless they have a permit and use 

GPS tracking systems on their dogs’.
o Ban -  ‘The introduction of by-laws prohibiting recreational pig hunting in a heritage 

area’
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 Dogs – Wild/Dingoes: Three respondents mentioned dingoes [wild dogs] as being of key 
concern in the area.

o ‘Dingoes can have a major impact on animals in the area’
o ‘Dingoes are a big problem’

 Cats - Domestic: The keeping of cats is currently banned in Conservation Areas in the 
Douglas Shire.  All respondents who mentioned cats in this question wanted either restricted 
ownership or complete bans.

o ‘Do not let cats anywhere in this area (north of the river)’
o  ‘Ban domestic animals in ALL national parks & cassowary sensitive areas’

 Feral Pigs: respondents ranked feral pigs as the number one animal contributing most to 
environmental damage (Question 26).   All respondents who mentioned feral pigs as a key 
concern called for more action to reduce the numbers, ideas on how to do this included:

o A ‘bounty on killing pigs’
o ‘Pig baiting with contraceptives instead of toxins’

Two respondents also mentioned that pig trapping was problematic, due to ‘cassowaries also 
getting caught in the traps’.

 Tourism and Education: Two respondents mentioned that a number of tourism industry 
vehicles are feeding cassowaries and that education was required to stop this practice.

o ‘Tour bus drivers are feeding cassowaries’.
o ‘Removal of food source on sides of the road.  Education to bus drivers not to feed’.
o ‘Better educational signage at the ferry and on the north side of river reminding 

drivers to respect the wildlife’.

 Traffic Management Measures: The majority of responses relating to traffic management 
measures said more needed to be done to slow traffic down, ideas included:

o Speed limits – ‘Enforcement of speed limits’
o Signage – ‘More signs with more information’
o Speed humps – ‘More speed humps in appropriate areas’
o Speed cameras –‘Install multiple speed cameras throughout the area’. ‘Ask police to 

install speed camera[s]’.
o Wildlife crossings – ‘Create wildlife crossings (for all wildlife use) in key areas near 

busy roads’.

 Cassowary Research/Breeding Facility: Two respondents mentioned the need for a 
cassowary research or breeding facility.

o ‘Funding for a cassowary research facility i.e. tag and release, monitoring behaviour 
in the wild.  Education and information resource centre.  And ultimately a 
rehabilitation facility for injured cassowaries ‘specifically based over the river’

o ‘Active breeding program [for cassowaries]’
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2. Follow Up Survey: 7-12 June 2017

Survey Methodology
Consultancy group, The 20/20 Group surveyed residents who lived north of the Daintree River.  The 
survey consisted of six questions (See Appendix 3) and involved a combination of face-to-face and 
telephone interviews.  The face-to-face surveys took place at the Daintree ferry crossing and at the 
local ‘Friday Fish and Chip night’ at the Crossroads Cafe.  The six survey questions were designed to 
determine whether residents were aware of the Cassowary Survey and if so had gained and/or 
retained knowledge from undertaking the survey or from reading the distributed ‘Pets in the Wet 
Tropics’ brochure.  

Sample Characteristics
A total of 35 surveys were completed by residents either face-to-face or by telephone.  The 35 
respondents were residents in one of the following areas: Cow Bay, Diwan, Cape Tribulation or 
Cooper Creek.  The length of time residents had lived in the area varied from one year up to 39 years.

Survey Results

Number of Dogs Allowed Per Property
When asked how many dogs are allowed per property north of the Alexandra Range, only 34% 
correctly said one dog.  63% of respondents either did not know or thought residents were allowed 
two dogs per property.

Number of Cats
When asked whether residents north of the Alexandra Range could have a pet cat, only 26% of 
respondents answered correctly, choosing ‘No’.  43% of respondents thought pet cats were allowed, 
whilst 31% were unsure.  Six respondents who thought cats were allowed or were not sure said cats 
should not be allowed in the Daintree Area.  One respondent who thought cats were allowed said 
they believed they had to be registered and restrained.

Stray Dogs
When asked about what they would do if they saw a stray dog, the most common response (46%) 
was to ring the Council.  One person said if the dog was friendly, they would tie it up on their 
premises and alert Council Officers.  The second most common response (23%) from respondents 
was to actively look for the owner, responses included:

 ‘I’d take the dog home and put up notice boards advertising a dog had been found’
 ‘I’d take a photo of the dog and display it on social media’
  ‘I’d ask neighbours or ring friends’
 ‘I’d tie the dog up outside IGA [the local supermarket] and hope that someone would claim it’
 ‘I’d take the dog home, but wouldn’t tell Council’

11% said they would do nothing if they saw a stray dog, whilst 9% said they would simply chase it 
away.  9% of respondents said they would shoot a stray dog, although one respondent confessed 
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that they did not own a gun.  Interestingly, one respondent said that everyone looks after local dogs 
and if there are any dogs loose then they must belong to people not living in the area.  

Off-Leash Areas
When asked about ‘off-leash’ areas for dogs, 69% of respondents correctly said there were none, 
however some respondents further commented by saying:

 ‘No, but locals use Cow Bay Beach’
 ‘Not officially, but locals have an understanding/agreement for ‘off leash’ at Myall and 

Coconut beaches’

Respondents who believed there were ‘off-leash’ areas for dogs named one or more of the following 
locations: Cow Bay Beach, Myall Beach and Coconut Beach, Cape Kimberley and South Noah.

Recall of ‘Pets in the Wet Tropics’ Information Brochure 
When asked if they recalled seeing any printed material about pets in the Wet Tropics, 51% of 
respondents said they did.

Responses included:
 ‘Yes I’ve seen it on Facebook and on the Cow Bay Forum Chat Group’
 ‘Yes on the notice board’
 ‘Yes, I did the Council survey but forgot to hand it in’
 ‘I heard about the survey, but I couldn’t complete it online because I don’t have internet’. 

Although not asked by the interviewer, four respondents mentioned feral pigs:
 ‘I’ve seen more pigs than dogs’
 ‘Feral pigs are the biggest problem and Council’s management of pigs is not serious.  Dogs 

are not the problem’

Key Insights
Whilst the majority of residents who completed the survey thought dogs were a problem in the 
Daintree area, they also thought feral animals, the feeding of cassowaries and speeding cars had a 
negative impact on cassowaries.  Despite this, the overall level of awareness of domestic animal 
management was fairly low, particularly around the number of dogs and cats allowed on properties 
in the Conservation Area.

Impact of Dogs on Cassowaries
37 of the 57 residents/local businesses who completed the survey believe that dogs are a problem in 
the Daintree area.  Irresponsible dog owners, hunting dogs and dogs from outside the Daintree area 
were the top contributing factors negatively impacting the area.  Many residents want to see more 
done to encourage responsible pet ownership and better regulation of domestic dogs in the Daintree 
Area.  Pig hunting dogs are of particular concern to many residents, with many calling for better 
regulation (e.g. GIS tracking), restriction (e.g. permits) or a complete ban in the Daintree area (e.g. 
preventing pig dogs on the Daintree Ferry).
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Impact of Feral Animals on Cassowaries
Almost all residents (96%) who completed the survey believe that feral pigs have an impact on 
cassowaries in the Daintree area and it was widely reported that more needs to be done to better 
control feral pig numbers in the Daintree area.  

Impact of Feeding Cassowaries
Almost all residents (91%) who completed the survey were aware that feeding cassowaries is more 
harmful than helpful.  In addition, it was reported that a number of tourism industry vehicles are 
feeding cassowaries and more needs to be done to prevent this practice from occurring.

Impact of Vehicles on Cassowaries
The majority of residents (93%) who completed the survey believe that speeding cars can have an 
impact on cassowaries in the Daintree area and many wanted to see more being done to slow traffic 
down.  Respondents said this could be done by enforcing speed limits (e.g. speed cameras), 
additional speed humps in appropriate areas or better educational signage.

General Level of Awareness
The follow up survey suggests that the level of awareness of residents north of the Daintree River 
with regards to domestic animal management was less than 50%.  Just over half the respondents 
(51%) recalled seeing the ‘Pets in the Wet Tropics’ brochure, however less than half answered the 
knowledge questions correctly; with the exception of the ‘off-leash’ areas question where 69% of 
respondents correctly said there were no off leash areas in the Daintree.

Topics Number of Respondents 
Answering Correctly

Dogs allowed per property 34% correct
Cats allowed per property 26% correct
Response to a stray dog 46% correct
Off-leash areas 69% correct
Recall of ‘Pets in the Wet 
Tropics’ Brochure

51% recalled seeing the 
information

Conclusions
The survey reaffirmed the complexity of managing resident, tourism and business expectations in 
areas of significant ecological value.  The Wet Tropics bioregion has some of the oldest continuously 
surviving tropical rainforests on earth and its beauty and remoteness are some of the many reasons 
why residents choose to live in the area.  It is clear that more needs to be done to protect iconic 
species, such as the Southern Cassowary and their natural habitat.  The survey results encourage six 
key actions, which are:

1. Better management of domestic dogs in the Daintree area (i.e. responsible pet owners).
2. Additional resources for the management of feral pigs in the Daintree area
3. Educational programs to stop the feeding of cassowaries and highlight their significance.
4. A review of traffic slowing measures in the Daintree area.
5. A review of the appropriateness of pig-hunting in the Daintree area.
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6. An investigation into the feasibility of opening a cassowary research and/or breeding facility 
north of the Daintree River.

Council can play a variety of roles with regards to new initiatives, these can include: advocate, agent, 
asset-owner, facilitator, fully-responsible, information provider, part-funder and/or regulator.  It is 
anticipated that other bodies, such as the State Government and the Wet Tropics Management 
Authority also have a key role to play to assist with the protection of the iconic Southern Cassowary 
and their habitat.
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Appendix 1: Pets in the Wet Tropics Brochure
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Appendix 2: Survey One Questions
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Appendix 3: Follow Up Survey Questions
Survey Two was completed face-to-face or via telephone by consultancy group, The 20/20 Group.

Hello, I am from The 20/20 Group and I’m doing a survey about pets in the Wet Tropics.  Would you 
mind answering a few questions?  It will take less than two minutes.

1. Can you tell me how many dogs are allowed per property north of the Alexandra Range?

2. Are residents living north of the Alexandra Range allowed to have a pet cat?

3. If you saw a dog wandering in your area without a leash or collar and don’t know where it 

belongs or who the owner is, what, if anything would you do?

4. Are there are ‘off-leash’ areas for dogs in your area?

If respondent says YES, ask them to tell you where they are?

5. Over the past six months, do you recall seeing any printed information (could be a leaflet or 

poster) about keeping pets in this part of the Daintree?

6. Final question, can you tell me how long you have lived in this area?
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